Terminological lexicon can be found in everyday life, depending on the situation and the speakers. The question that arises is: How can we use technical and scientific terms when the terminological lexicon belongs to a certain language for specific purposes and the specialists of specific fields can use to communicate among themselves by using this lexicon. The use of terms in this form of communication can have various specific lawyers, thus conceptual difficulty. Based on this conclusion we must take into consideration that terminological lexicon is an integral and inseparable part of general lexicon because composites are made from this lexicon, borrowing are taken and structural and semantic calques are made, despite being one-word or multi-word raising them to the level of term and giving them the accuracy and monosemy. Technical and scientific terms depending on the development of the various fields of study, are not used only in communication among specialists but in other fields. This 'cooperation' is present in almost all information, data, textbooks and extracurricular books, written press, conversations etc.
Introduction

General issues
The lexicon of mechanics is encountered in our everyday life dependent on the situations and the speakers. The question that arises is: how can we use technical-scientific terms when the terminological lexicon belong to language for specific purposes and the professionals of specific fields can use it and communicate among themselves by means of this language. In such kind of communication, the use of terms has peculiar various degrees, thus conceptual difficulties. From this definition we must take into consideration that the terminological lexicon is an integral and inseparable part of general lexicon because from this lexicon composites have derived, loan words have been borrowed, structural and semantic calques have been formed despite the fact of being mono-words or multi-words taking them to the degree of the term and giving them the accuracy and monosemy. Scelfo 1 treats the use of the terms in general language as metaphorical images.
At this point, we will treat the phraseological units as a good contribution for the 'banalisation' of the terms. For this purpose, we have used a certain corpus of idioms formed by the terms from the lexicon of mechanics (taken from the dictionary of phraseology and other various sources that are not actually reflected in the phraseological dictionary but are widely used not only by the professionals but non-professionals as well).
Coseriu 1 refers to two kinds of compounds: free combination and fixed combination. Many other linguists 2 (Navarro 2002 , Trista Perez 1998) have wider concepts on phraseology including proverbs, sayings, and citations.
Just like any other language, Albanian language has figurative language, enriched in various expressions. Because of their pragmatic and semantic complexity, it is often difficult to find the counterpart expression in other languages. The figurative language because of the use of the metaphors and idioms it is considered as a derivative of spoken language.
Idiomatic locutions give 'color' to language and strike the users and listeners fantasy. So they help to de-dramatize, entertain or give another meaning to the sentence. These belong to the everyday language and constitute a linguistic wealth to each speaker either for the formal or informal language. The purpose of using idiomatic locutions is to enrich the discourse with words that cannot convey the same emotion. Their expressive nature, as result of imagination that is linked to a definition, makes them appear in many communication forms expressing amazement, entertainment, consent etc. A large number of idioms are found in the following styles: journalism, political-social 3 , technical-scientific style etc.
Technical-scientific terms, depending on the development of the various fields of knowledge, are dedicated not only to communication among professionals but beyond this field. This "cooperation" is present in almost all information, data, school books and extracurricular books, written press, conversations.
According to L. Hoffman, the terminological lexicon is connected to general lexicon because the basis consists of general language. Based on this definition we might say that the language for specific purposes entails many opportunities of expression, by using the terms in constructing phraseological unities after having modified the meaning for example in Italian Architettare un inganno; fare di ogni erba un fascio.. This occurs because science and technology are more present in everyday life for example in the consumption of electronic products, in the expansion of mass media, in scientific and technological knowledge people have attained.
The concept of linguistic 'banalisation' phenomenon, has been studied by Robert Galisson 4 (1978) thus constituting an important viewpoint for terminological studies. He allows distinction of two types of terminologies in various fields of knowledge: 1) specialized lexicon, used by professionals and that are encountered in school books; 2) 'banalised' lexicon, serving to a broader audience that can be encountered in conversations, various manuals of use, written press etc. He places 'banalised' language between the specialist jargon and general language and has studied the lexical connection among the three languages. In order to define the concept of 'banalised' terminology we will use the concept provided by Robert Galisson, who treats banalised terminology as a branch of terminological lexicon, in a way that it is widespread not only in the field it belong to but to a broader audience 5 .
The distinction between banalized terminology of mechanics and technical terminology constitutes the basis of this study thus dealing with the professional jargon and the idiomatic units that can be created by means of banalization of terminology.
Some of the terms from the lexicon of mechanics have created new semantic connections with the general lexicon since they are encountered in everyday use and thus they can be considered a wealth and enrichment of the phraseological fund of the Albanian language.
Because of the numerous types of phraseologies and their various functions, the definition of the word, can be done by taking into consideration some of the principles not just one of them. The main principles are 6 : 1) principle of illustration, 2) semantic principle, 3) principle of the word that grammatically is the main leader, 4) the principle of the first word of the expression (the marker word, independent meaning).
Short introduction to phraseological units deriving from terminological lexicon
The term 'phraseology' derives from the Greek language "phrasis" 1 and its meaning is linked to the ability to express and it includes all phraseological units. In some cases, these units are called phraseological units, idioms, idiomatic expressions, locutions. All these nomenclatures tell us of a group of words in which the structure elements are irreplaceable because in cases when one of the units is removed or substituted the phraseological unit loses its meaning.
Based on the principle of the scholar Ch. Bally 2 that considered phraseology as a unique discipline, but included it within the structure of the science of lexicology, we might derive that phraseology is closely connected to the other linguistic disciplines.
Since the nature of word polysemy is characteristic of the Albanian language, the figurative use of words should be considered as a common phenomenon. This is mainly encountered at the phraseological units, thus the phraseological unit must be considered as an indirect marker not a direct one to the objects, features or circumstances. Thus the formation of phraseological units implies the formation of various word groups as well as the lexical-syntactic attachment of the words conditioned by internal or external linguistic factors.
The main source of the derivation of phraseological units is the one coming from the folk, spoken dialects, and borrowings. The scholar A.Jashari has emphasized the fact that within the passing of the years Albanian language has not seized the process of borrowing calques, phraseological loans, sayings, and proverbs. Thus in various speeches, we find 'loan expressions that should not be taken as growth in the Albanian language, but as part of it, as language of culture, as a sign of mutual relation in the cultures of various people and as a sign of cultural rise of Albanian people' 3 .
The phraseological units have a fixed structure and can form a semantic nest. There should be at least two words each attaining an independent meaning to form a phraseological unit so that opportunities are given to adhere to the context. So they depend on the context and have an unchanged structure because of the frequent use. J. Thomai gives special importance to the phraseological units because they are gaining new semantic and stylistic characteristics along the development of Albanian Literary language. He classifies them according to the structure, lexical and grammatical importance and degree of motivation 4 .
The enrichment of the Albanian standard language lexicon does not only indicate the entrance of 'big words' belonging to special scientific fields and definitions known only by educated people but the use of words or phraseological units with clear definitions so as to make possible the derivation of semantic ambiguity. This considerably increases the lexicalphraseological competence of our native speaker users and considerably helps expression as well orient the speaker towards choice, agility, laconism or synonymy of expression 5 .
Idiomatic expressions do not constitute a homogenize category within the figurative speech of a language, there are locutions present among them that are distinguished from their origin, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic characteristics. Despite this, they meet together from the semantic aspect point of view. Idiomatic expressions are integrated into the written and spoken language as well and their study cannot be bypassed by the scholars. Langlotz (Langlotz 2006:3-5) treats the idiomatic expressions as a means of depicting a common situation for all speakers and are linked to the images that bring to mind familiar circumstances or concrete objects. These expressions consist of at least two lexical elements.
A large corpus has been gathered in the field of phraseology from the work and research of the Albanian language scholars such as Aleksandër Xhuvani, Jani Thomaj, Mehmet Gjevori, Ali Jashari etc. All this corpus is perfectly reflected in the various monographs and the publication of phraseological dictionaries. A.Xhuvani 1 uses the term 'locution' to refer to the phraseological compound words and classifies them by their meaning and usage because it is very difficult for these words to be translated from one language to another since it is the meaning of these compounds that is translated and not the words as independent units. Casadei 2 states that:"…Con espressioni idiomatiche s'intendono espressioni polirematiche, a significante fisso, e soprattutto […] il cui significato non e' composizionale, cioe' non e' funzione dei significati dei componenti…", so this intralinguistic definition clearly states the difficulty of translation into another language. Another scholars such as N. Bulka defines the phraseological units as metaphorical expressions which if translated word by word into another language, they lose their meaning'. Other scholars use various terminologies, naming them adverbial expressions, periphrases, locutions, fixed phraseological word groups, phraseological units, phraseologisms etc. The phraseological units are present in the card index of the Albanian lexicon, being considered as means of enriching language with semantic units and means of expressions. Jani Thomai 3 in his monograph has drafted some criteria and set some characteristics of phraseology and has grouped and classified the phraseological units giving an opportunity to the other scholars to further study and develop this discipline. As mentioned above the drafting and publication of the phraseological dictionaries such as "Dictionary of Albanian language phraseology" 4 with about 11000 entries with explanations and illustrations for use in spoken and written language, or the edited publication of 2010, are proof of the Albanian phraseology enrichment.
